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Warm Up: 

Find these products.   Feel free to use different representations or procedures! 

A.          B.          C.             D.         

 

Part 1 

We will be flipping a coin for this set of problems.  Heads gets you one point while Tails gets you two 

points! 

1. If you flip a coin twice.  What options are there?  What’s the likelihood for each option? 

2. What if we now flip a coin three times and answer the same questions. 

3. Do the same process with four flips.  What patterns do you notice?  Why do you think these patterns 

are happening? 

4. What do you wonder will happen with five flips?  How about n flips?   

 

Part 2 

Let’s now move up to a spinner.  This spinner has three regions, each equal in size.  The regions are 

labeled 1, 2, and 3, and you earn that number of points for landing in that particular region. 

1. Spin twice and sum the results.  What options are there?  What’s the likelihood for each option? 

2. Now do the same process with three spins and answer the same questions. 

3. If we spun four times, what is the most likely sum we would get?  What might be an efficient way of 

tracking and calculating these probabilities? 
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Part 3 

A. Let’s turn our attention to the standard six-sided die.   

1. Create a polynomial representing the outcomes possible when rolling a six-sided die once.   

2. We all know that rolling a sum of 7 is the most likely result when rolling two dice.  Verify that using a 

polynomial.   

B. Instead of summing the values on the face, score as follows: two points for rolling a multiple of three 

and 1 point for not rolling a multiple of three.   

3. What is the most likely result if we play this new game rolling twice and track the sum? 

 

Part 4 

Let’s now move back to a spinner.  This spinner still has three equally sized regions, yet they are now 

labeled with the values 3, 4, and 7. 

1. Spin twice and sum the values.  What options are there?  What’s the likelihood for each option? 

2. What would be the most likely sum if we spun three times?  What is the probability of getting this 

sum? 

3. How would you go about finding these probabilities if we spun four times?   

 

Part 5 

We go purchase a new spinner, pictured here on the right.  If the 

spinner lands in Region A, you earn 1 point, if it lands in Region B, you 

earn 11 points, and if it lands in Region C, you earn 5 points.   

1. We spin twice and sum the points we earn.  Find the polynomial to 

represent this game.  What is the most likely sum? 

2. What is the most likely sum if the spinner is spun three times?   

 

 


